THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO CREATING
THE PERFECT BLOG POST

You spend a lot of time and effort working on your blog, but how much time do you spend
thinking about the type of content you are creating and how your posts are laid out on the page?
What does your blog look like to a first time visitor? Is your content easy to find, logically written,
and arranged on the page in a way that is easy to read? Is the information set out in a way that
makes sense, or does the reader have to hunt through long paragraphs to try and find what they
want to know. The way your blog post looks can have a huge impact on the success of your
blog. In this post I'm going to show you how to format and layout the perfect blog post. If you
want your readers to convert into leads, then you have to grab their attention and keep them
reading. Poorly formatted content that rambles around the topic isn’t likely to be shared on
social media, or to pick up natural backlinks.
Let’s dive in and learn how to create quality content that presents your business in a positive
way, and actually converts readers into leads.
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BEFORE YOU START WRITING

How do you structure your blog posts? How do you decide what to write and how to arrange the
content when it's written? The temptation can be to simply sit down and write whatever comes
into your mind. Sometimes that might work but that isn't always going to be most beneficial
approach for your readers.
The first thing that you need to work out is who you are writing the post for. If you don't know
your audience then you are going to struggle to write convincing content that they will value.
Think about your target audience. What do they look like? What interests them? What problems
do they have? Identify the subjects they will want to know about and how your posts can help
them reach their goals.

CHOOSE A HEADLINE
Start by choosing a general topic for your post that you think will be of benefit to your readers.
Once you have that topic in mind you will need to come up with a title. For example you might
pick a general topic of 'Social media for business'. That's great as a general topic but it's far too
broad as the subject for an individual blog post. You might consider writing a long series of
posts on the topic but not a single post.
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Instead of 'Social media for business' try 'How to get your posts seen on Facebook' or '5 ways to
boost your Twitter posts'. By being specific you tell the reader exactly what to expect from your
post. It's possible that you could decide to change the title later in the process, but having a title
in place at the start will help to guide your writing and ensure that you don't go off track during
your post.

PLAN YOUR POST

Take some time to think about the subject of your post and arrange the points you want to cover
in the post in a clear, logical way that moves the reader through the post from the beginning, to
the middle, and finally to the end. Sketch out an outline for the post so that you ensure you
cover every aspect of the subject that you consider important. If you don't do this it is quite likely
that you will get to the end and realise that you missed out something vital. You are then left
with the problem of either skipping that part or trying to add it back in to a post that is already
completed.
Here’s an example outline:
How to get your posts seen on Facebook
1. Target your posts
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2. Use original photos
3. Post at the right time
4. Start a conversation
5. Cross Promote
6. Conclusion
7. Call to action

WRITE THE INTRODUCTION
Every good blog post starts with an introduction. You need to tell the reader where the post is
going, and what they are going to learn by reading it. You need to grab their attention right from
the start. If the first few sentences of your post don't interest them they aren't going to carry on
through the post and discover the rest of what you have to say.
Start the post by clearly explaining what your post is about. Try to demonstrate that the topic
deals with a particular problem that your reader is facing, or show them that your information
can improve their lives in some way. There has to be a benefit for the reader in reading your
post. If you are writing an opinion based piece then try to start by mentioning the main points of
your argument, or summarising where your post is going. Readers like to know where the post
is going to take them.
Once the introduction is complete all you need to do is work through the rest of your outline
filling in each point as you go. Expand each section in your outline with as much or as little detail
as you think it warrants. If you find that there are any points that you would like to cover, but you
are unsure of the details, don't be afraid to do some research. A detailed, well-researched post
will perform much better than a post that is lacking in key details because you didn't have the
information to hand.
If you do include data from outside sources, remember to properly attribute your sources.
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USE SUBHEADINGS
It's amazing how many people forget to include subheadings in their blog posts. They are
perhaps the most important way of breaking up the text on the page. A good blog post layout
will divide the text with subheadings so that readers can quickly find what they want. Unlike
reading a novel, online readers are often hunting for a particular piece of information. Make it
easy for skimming the text to find what they looking for by breaking the text into manageable
blocks.
Apart from breaking up the text, subheadings can also be highly useful for SEO purposes. Try to
include valuable keywords within the subheadings, and use subheadings of multiple sizes to
indicate the relative importance of each topic within your post. Applying an H1 tag to the title at
the start of the post, and H2, and H3 tags at the start of different sections within the post not
only breaks up the text for your reader, but tells Google the relative importance you place on
each topic.
Take a look at this first image without subheadings. Notice how the text is difficult to scan.
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Now look at this second image. Once the text is broken up with subheadings it becomes much
easier to read, and to quickly select the part of the passage that most interests you.

EDIT YOUR POST
When you have finished writing your post, go through it carefully and proofread it. Try to pick up
any mistakes in spelling or grammar or parts that could be made clearer. Re-write these
sections to make your post shine. Sometimes it can be helpful to ask someone else to read
through the post and give their opinion. Often as the writer you can be too close to the subject
you are writing about and you might miss something that would be obvious to anyone
approaching the post with a fresh pair of eyes.
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CHOOSE THE PERFECT IMAGE
All blog posts should include at least a featured image. The images need to add value to the
post. When adding images it can be tempting to add pretty ones just to break up the text but it’s
important that the images are relevant too. When using images it is important to include
keywords in the ALT tags on the image so that you achieve the best possible SEO ranking for
the image. It is a good idea to ensure that your featured image is branded with your company
logo, URL etc. This helps to promote your brand and reinforce your message in the mind of the
customer.

MAKE USE OF GRAPHS AND SCREENSHOTS
This isn't going to work for everyone, but if you work in an industry that needs to convey data to
your audience quickly, using graphs can be highly effective. A visual representation is easier to
understand and often gets your point across much more easily than writing out the information
in text. Graphs also help to break up the text on the page and create visual interest, which
draws the readers eye. If you do choose to make use of graphs don't forget to reference the
sources of your information, and support the data in the content of your blog post. Screenshots
can also be very helpful, especially if you are writing “How to” content. If you add screenshots
remember to give them a clearly defined border so you avoid the appearance of them simply
floating in space.

ASK THE READER TO DO SOMETHING
You are writing the blog post for a reason. You want some type of response from your reader.
You might want them to subscribe to your newsletter, or download your free ebook. Perhaps
you just want them to share your post with others. Whatever it is that you want your reader to
do, this is the place to tell them to do it. The Call To Action (CTA) is the point of your post, so
don't miss the opportunity. CTAs don't just benefit you, the writer, they are also a great
opportunity for the reader to find more resources that can really benefit them.
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A good example of a call to action would be:
“How do you create your own blog posts? What techniques work best for you? If you
have learned anything from this post don't forget to let me know in the comments and to share
this post so others can benefit too.”

ADD TAGS

Tags are a useful feature for most blogs. Adding tags to each of your blog posts can help your
readers to find similar content elsewhere in your blog. Any reader who has enjoyed your post
may be interested in reading more of your material on related topics. By tagging each of your
posts with the main themes you cover in the post you can be sure that your readers will be able
to easily locate similar posts you have written in the past. A tagging strategy should not try to
cover every single aspect of every post. That isn't going to work. Just focus on the most
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important themes, or your readers are likely to end up confused by a multitude of tags on every
post.
If you have a blog about social media you might choose tags relating to the different networks:
•

Facebook

•

Twitter

•

Instagram

or you could use tags like:
•

visibility

•

viral

•

reach

How you use tags will depend on the focus of your blog, and how you expect your readers to
search your blog.

SEO OPTIMISATION
Your post is finally written, and edited. You think it is polished to perfection but you are not quite
finished yet. Now is the time to go back through the post and check that you have included all
the relevant keywords that you want to target. Don't overdo this. Stuffing keywords into the post
so that it reads in an unnatural way doesn't help anyone. Your readers won't appreciate it and it
may get you penalised in Google. It is also at this point that you should give some thought to a
Meta Description for your post. A Meta description is the text that shows up below your title in
Google's search results. This is important to get right as it is the first indication many people will
have of what your post is about. Anyone who finds you through a Google search will base their
decision on whether or not to click on the article on what you write here.
A meta description should be 150-160 characters long. Try to start the description with an action
word like, discover or learn. Your readers will want to know how reading your post is going to
benefit them.
For example, a good meta description for this post would be:
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Learn how to lay out the perfect blog post that gets results. How to outline your post and format
it in the most effective way for both your reader and SEO.
As a final step in optimising your post it's a good idea to include some links to other webpages.
Pick some of your keywords and use them as anchor text to link to another page, either an
external website, or to another page on your own website. It is often best to link to other pages
on your own website as this gives readers a reason to remain on your website for longer, and
they can read more valuable content. Linking to external sites can also be a benefit if you
mention them within the text of your post, or talk about something that is directly relevant to
them. Search engines take notice of the keywords you link, and also the relevance of the
websites you link to. External linking can help Google to better understand your niche, and the
value of your content. If you choose websites that rank well for your chosen keyword you can
improve your own ranking within Google, and perhaps even make it on to that elusive first page
of results.

NARROW COLUMNS
Just as subheadings make it easier to scan content, narrow columns are much easier on the
eye. Wide blocks of text involve a lot of eye movement searching across the page. By opting for
a layout with narrower columns, ideally less than 80 characters, you can help your audience to
read your posts quickly and identify any points of interest without their eyes needing to wander
back and forth across the page. Letting the eye rest in one place gives the reader some relief.
Their eyes don't become so tired while reading and they are much more likely to finish your blog
post.
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CAREFUL USE OF BOLD TEXT
Bold text grabs the eye as you are scanning down a page. It fixes your attention and generally
you will stop and read what is being said in bold. This is a great tactic to highlight important
phrases that you want the reader to see, but it needs to be used sparingly. The technique won't
work if half the blog post is in bold so concentrate on just one or two sentences of special
significance.

BACK TO YOUR TITLE
Now it's finally time to revisit your title and see if it can be improved. Look at your title and work
through these questions:
•

Does the title accurately reflect the topic of your finished post?

•

Can it be made more specific?

•

Does the title contain your keywords?

•

Is the title 'catchy'?

•

Can you shorten the title?

Creating a title that makes the reader want to read your post is essential. The title of your post
may be the only part they see, so you need to draw them in.
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There are several ways of engaging with the attention of the reader through your headline. You
could try to ask questions in your title:
•

Would you like to attract more traffic to your website?

•

Are you making these common SEO mistakes?

Or you could use 'How to' posts, so that the reader knows they will learn to do something that
will be useful to them in their business.
•

How to use social media to grow your business

•

How to increase the effectiveness of your blog posts

Hone your title until you have something that will grab the attention of the reader, and that
remains clear, and specific to the topic of the post. It is worth spending time on your title, as
whether or not you get this right will have a big impact on the effectiveness of your post.

CONCLUSION
You spend a lot of time working to create the perfect blog post. Don't waste all that effort,
by not arranging your content properly, or failing to format your post so that it isn't
appealing to the reader. Your readers will form their opinion of your business based on the
way you present your content to the world. Give them valuable content that is logically
ordered and properly formatted. Use subheadings and relevant images so that you can
keep them engaged with your business.
What other ways have you found to layout your blog posts in a way that really connects
with your audience and converts readers into leads? Have I missed out something vital? Let
me know in the comments, and don't forget to share this post so that others can benefit
too.
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About Lilach Bullock
Highly regarded on the world speaker circuit, Lilach
Bullock has graced Forbes and Number 10 Downing Street
with her presence! In a nutshell, she’s a hugely connected
and highly influential serial entrepreneur – the embodiment
of Digital Intelligence.
Listed in Forbes as one of the top 20 women social media
power influencers and likewise as one of the top social
media power influencers, she is one of the most dynamic personalities in the social
media market and was crowned the Social Influencer of Europe by Oracle. A recipient
for a Global Women Champions Award (by the Global Connections for Women
Foundation, GC4W) for her outstanding contribution and leadership in business.
After launching her first business within three years of becoming a mother, her financial
success was recognised by being a finalist at the Best MumPreneur of the Year Awards,
presented at 10 Downing Street. Following a resultant offer and wishing to spend more
time with her daughter, she sold her first business to focus on social media, developing a
multi-site blog and online marketing portfolio that generated in excess of 600,000 +
visitors per month.
Lilach is consulted by journalists and regularly quoted in newspapers, business
publications and marketing magazines (including Forbes, The Telegraph, Wired, Prima
Magazine, The Sunday Times, The Guardian, Social Media Today and BBC Radio).
What’s more, her books have achieved No 1 on Amazon for Sales and Marketing and
Small Business and Entrepreneurship.
When Lilach isn’t working she enjoys spending time with her family and is an avid fan
of Zumba.
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